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The Airbus Final Assembly Line as it looked in late December. It’s just the most high profile aerospace activity at the Aeroplex.

Mobile still on the prowl
and 850,000 square feet of building space
available. Landing Airbus wasn’t the finale,
but the beginning.

The Airbus assembly line over time will
attract suppliers, investments and more

jobs. And Mobile is aware its neighbors to
the north, east and west hope to grab some
of the bounty. Airbus officials have fueled
Mobile, Ala.
that interest by telling Mobile’s neighbors
ou might think landing an Airbus
that the Airbus “halo” will extend hundreds
jetliner plant, one of just four in the of miles from the plant.
world, would be enough to satisfy
Prospects are showing interest in Mobile.
any economic development appetite.
“We get inquiries every day from suppliBut you would be wrong.
ers interested in the Mobile Aeroplex and
The folks who run the nearly 1,700-acre
how they can play a role,” said Buddy Rice,
Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley, site of the
marketing director for the Mobile Airport
future Airbus A320 final assembly line, are Authority, which runs the Aeroplex at
quick to point out there are still 200 acres
Brookley, Mobile Downtown Airport and
Mobile Regional Airport.


Suppliers inquire every day about
moving into the Aeroplex
An economic engine for years, it’s
now on everybody’s radar
Developers emphasize intermodal
transportation mix

Y

By Connie Baggett

(Continued on page 2)
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For years Mobile Aeroplex has been
a key player in the I-10 region that includes NASA’s Stennis Space Center,
Miss., and the military’s aviation training and aerial weapons development in
Northwest Florida. But the announcement in July 2012 that Mobile would
host a $600 million Airbus plant made
the city the place to watch.
“It was the icing on the cake for us,”
Rice said about Airbus. But Mobile is
far from done recruiting. Airbus has
provided a big opportunity for the former Air Force base to become a showcase. And it’s been a long time coming.
Once the largest employer in Mobile,
the base closed in 1969 and sent the
local economy in a tailspin for years.
Over the decades the site began attracting a variety of activities.
Piston engine-maker Continental
Motors, established in 1929, was eventually joined by ST Aerospace, Star
Aviation, Signature Flight Services,
FedEx, Airbus Engineering Center and
more than 70 other tenants.
“There’s been a ramp-up of activity
in preparation for the Airbus project,
and we anticipate much more once the
1,000 employees are on site and the
plant is in full operation,” Rice said.

F

The push now is to spruce up the
site and make it look like the world
player it is.
The logistics of the site are superior.
“We sit on Mobile Bay with access to
the Port of Mobile. We have five class
1A railroads that come to a point right
off our site. We have two airports,
both with FAA-staffed towers. There
is also our highway connection with
both Interstate 65 and Interstate 10
intersecting right here. When you put
together the advantages of land, sea, air
and rail, there aren’t a lot of places, if
any, that can compete.”
The center has two runways: 14/32
is 9,618 feet by 150 feet with 25-foot
paved shoulders; runway 18/36 is
7,800 feet by 150 feet. Both have at
least one instrument approach. Runway 32 has an Instrument Landing
System, ILS, for low-visibility landings.
“In terms of the actual infrastructure,” Rice said, “the airport can accommodate just about any aircraft.”
It routinely accommodates small
general aviation aircraft, civilian and
military helicopters, fixed-wing military
aircraft, corporate jets, commercial jets
like the 757 and A320, and jumbos like
the A330, MD-11, 767, and 747.

Rice anticipates a series of announcements for Mobile Aeroplex in the wake
of Airbus. Indeed, France’s Safran
opened its engineering center at the
Mobile Aeroplex the day of the Airbus
groundbreaking.
But competition is intense. Mobile’s
neighbors attend air shows and trade
shows and are in the fight to land suppliers. Pensacola, Fla., is even courting
ST Aerospace for a 300-worker facility
at Pensacola International Airport.
But Mobile’s economic development
leaders have shown their persistence.
They maintained ties with Airbus’ corporate parent after they lost a bid to
build Air Force tankers in Mobile.
In addition, Mobile Regional Airport
has a 1,700-acre site with 200 acres and
50,000 square feet of hangar and office
space available. It’s home of the U.S.
Coast Guard Aviation Training Center
and Airbus Military. It has two runways: 14/32, which is 8,502 feet, and
runway 18/36, which is 4,376 feet. It
also has a helipad.
□□□

Rebranding for an international audience

or generations, the site of the former military base was
known simply as “Brookley.” That was fine for locals,
but not so much for an international audience.
“We started the campaign to craft a new identity in November 2012,” said Buddy Rice, marketing director for the
Mobile Airport Authority.
Changing the name to Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley retained the historic name but provides it with a better sense
of place. It also makes it easier to search on the Internet.
“We have to make it easy for people to find us, and using
Mobile to frame all our business units does that,” Rice said.
“It also provides us with a buzz world that is associated
with movement, speed and urgency, all important to the
aerospace industry.”
The new branding adds a striking graphic depiction inspired by seagulls, familiar for anyone living near the coast
anywhere in the world. It’s all brought together with the
slogan: “Let’s Fly.”

“There is nothing
more indicative of our
region,” Rice said.
Colors in the logo are
blue for the heavens,
red symbolic of the
fiery exhaust of a jet
engine and green for
the coastal plain.
(editor’s note: see logo on Page 1)
“We want this branding to open a door so people around
the world can see what Mobile has to offer,” Rice said. “We
have an amazing ecosystems here, including beaches. We
have great golf courses, great food, hospitality, and even
Mardi Gras. There is so much more that Mobile offers the
world, and we want them to know about it.”
-- Connie Baggett
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Economic development

Airport positioned well for its niche




Some $500M in commerce a
year attributed to airport
FAA, state provided $70M in
past decade infrastructure
Airport well positioned to
serve nearby military bases

Bob Sikes Airport photo

Crestview, Fla.

I

t’s been described as a place where
airplanes go to die. True, but most
of them come to Bob Sikes Airport to get refurbished or modified
with the latest military gear and leave
more capable than when they arrived.
The general aviation airport is a huge
success story, thriving in a region that’s
teeming with capable competition for
aerospace, defense industry and small
business attention.
Tucked in the northeast corner of
county seat of Crestview, the airport
sits on 1,080 acres adjacent to the 360acre Okaloosa-Crestview Industrial
Airpark. It serves commercial and military needs and is an economic driver.
Bob Sikes Airport (CEW) is one of
the best examples of the importance of
location. Three miles northeast of the
central business district of Crestview,
its in one of the fastest growing areas
of Northwest Florida.
But to the north of the airport it’s
predominantly rural all the way to Alabama. The same is true to the east with
small towns dotting the area all the way
to Tallahassee. To the west of the airport is the 600-acre Blackwater River
State Forest, and the airport is close to
the military’s restricted air space.
Importantly, the airport is convenient to four bases that train military
aviators: Naval Air Station Whiting
Field, Naval Air Station Pensacola,
Eglin Air Force Base, all in Florida,
and Alabama’s Fort Rucker, near
Dothan.

By Tom McLaughlin

Aircraft purchased by Qwest Air Parts are flown to Bob Sikes Airport, dismantled and the parts are sold worldwide.

Bob Sikes Airport has an 8,005-foot
runway (17/35) capable of handling
the largest aircraft in the world, including C-17s, C-5s, B-747s and the Russian AN-225. Because the airport has
an instrumented landing system (ILS),
the Navy, Air Force and Army all use it
for training.
“There is no other airport better positioned for growth than Bob Sikes,”
said Tracy Stage, a deputy airport director for Okaloosa County. “It’s a
huge asset.”
Bob Sikes Airport is part of the Okaloosa County Airports system, which
includes the commercial Northwest
Florida Regional Airport (VPS) at
Eglin Air Force Base and general aviation Destin/Fort Walton Beach Airport.
Wayne Harris, president of the
Crestview Chamber of Commerce,

estimates about $500 million in commerce flows through the airport each
year.
Bob Sikes Airport’s Fixed Base Operator is Emerald Coast Aviation,
which provides flight instruction, public amenities and full-service maintenance for all customers.
Beyond that, the airport’s tenant list
is impressive. It’s home to L-3
Crestview Aerospace, the largest private employer in north Okaloosa
County. It’s been here for 50 years
under various owners, and was bought
by L-3 in 2006. It does aircraft modification, assembly and aerostructure fabrication for military, other government
and original equipment manufacturers.
One of the largest planes to use the
airport is the Air Force C-17 that
brings helicopters to L-3.
(Continued on page 4)
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In a recent post, one blog site for
aircraft watching groupies called Bob
Sikes Airport “the latest airport where
airliners go to die,” a reference to tenant Qwest Air Parts.
The Memphis, Tenn., company buys
aircraft that have outlived their usefulness, brings them to Crestview and
tears them down in a 76,000-squarefoot building. The parts are refurbished and sold. Qwest has 22 employees who strip the old airliners down to
the aluminum shells, which are also
recycled to make products like beer
and cola cans.
BAE Systems, among the world’s
largest defense contractors, is another
major tenant at Bob Sikes Airport.
Headquartered in Arlington, Va., the
U.S. subsidiary of the U.K. company is
a major technical and professional service provider to the U.S. military. At
Bob Sikes Airport it performs modifications to both fixed-wing and rotary
military aircraft.
Another tenant is Sunshine Aero
Industries (SAI) Flight Test, which
provides support for the development
of advanced aircraft and aircraft systems. Established in 1980, its expertise
is in avionics, fire control systems,
electronic combat systems, special mission payloads and payload integration.
It has its own aircraft inventory, including jets and prop planes.
But not everything is aerospace.
Harris of the chamber said Custom
Productions produces component
parts for bicycles that race in the Tour
de France.
Harris said another company, Carolina Aerospace, also plans to locate at
Bob Sikes Airport. It specializes in airframe and powerplant training and
would offer 8-12 week courses.
Okaloosa airport administrators have
been successful convincing state and
federal agencies that the airport is
worth investment dollars.
“The Florida Department of Transportation and the Federal Aviation
Administration have provided an incredible amount of money for infra-
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BAE Systems, under DoD contracts, performs modifications to both fixed-wing and rotary aircraft at CEW.

structure, something close to $70 million in the last eight or nine years,”
Stage said.
Some of that money went into designing and developing an asphalt mixture impervious to airplane fuel. The
county won an American Association
of Airport Executives General Aviation Project of the Year award for that
coup in 2010. It is the only airport
completely surfaced with the material,
Stage said.
Florida’s DOT has committed money to pave a road that will provide access to the airport from the east side
and on the west side, a thoroughfare to
be dubbed The Foy Shaw Industrial
Parkway. It will carry traffic from welltraveled U.S. 90 to the western entrance of Bob Sikes Airport.
There are also plans to run a CSX
railroad spur that parallels U.S. 90 into
the airport complex, he said, a move
that Harris thinks will make the site
attractive for manufacturing.
All of the work and planning, Stage
said, has put the airport in position to
serve as a “second or third tier supplier” for Airbus, the jetliner manufacturing giant opening an A320 final assembly line in Mobile, Ala.
“There’s a 100 mile bubble we want
to stay out of so nobody’s competing

for employees, and we are almost exactly 100 miles away from Mobile,” he
said. “When Airbus gets going, suppliers will be looking for a place to go.”
Bob Sikes Airport is a good option.
“Bob Sikes Airport is an absolute
goldmine as it is equipped with an
8,000-foot runway with an instrument
landing system, aviation compatible
environments surrounding the airport,
full service FBO, and hundreds of
acres of land waiting to be developed,”
said Mike Stenson, deputy director of
Okaloosa County Airports.
“There are few places in the United
States that have the attributes that exist
for aviation related companies looking
for start-up operations or to relocate to
a more cost effective and business conducive area such as Crestview.”
□□□
Related stories past quarter
Gulf Coast Aerospace Corridor.com







L-3 cuts workforce, 1/21/14
Contract: L-3, $129M, 1/22/14
Company coming to airpark, 1/23/14
Contract: L-3 Vertex, $6.5M, 2/12/14
BAE space radar extension, 2/24/14
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Unmanned systems/manufacturing

Moss Point riding future’s leading edge




Unmanned aerial sector to
grow to $51 billion by 2018
Moss Point became a key
manufacturing site in 2006
Part of region where
unmanned activity is high

Moss Point, Miss.

I

f you want an industry firmly entrenched in the future, it’s hard to
pick one better than unmanned
systems. And if you want a leader in
the field, Northrop Grumman is at the
front of the high-tech pack.
Northrop Grumman, which builds
some of the largest and most capable
unmanned aerial systems in the world,
established a key production site in
Moss Point, Miss., eight years ago. It
was a significant addition to a region
that’s highly active in the robotic field.
“We have an internationally recognized unmanned systems center in this
community,” said George Freeland,
executive director of the Jackson
County Economic Development
Foundation. “The growth, investment
and future job creation we believe will
come from this facility is significant.”
The prognosis for the future for the
Moss Point facility, a tenant of the
Jackson County Aviation Technology
Park with direct access to Trent Lott
International Airport, is a continuation
of the steady stream of work.
Unmanned aircraft represent one of
the hottest fields in aerospace. The
total worldwide market will increase
from $7 billion to $51 billion by 2018,
according to a 2012 study by WinterGreen Research. There’s a potential
$92 billion civilian market for UAVs
over the next decade. The FAA forecasts 10,000 commercially operated
unmanned aircraft could be active
within five years.

By Lisa Monti

Northrop Grumman photo

Fire Scout MQ-8C, which uses a Bell 407 airframe, is a larger version of the battle-tested MQ-8B.

Open since 2006, the 101,000-squarefoot Northrop Grumman center does
assembly work on the Fire Scout unmanned helicopter, as well as the several variants of the high-flying Global
Hawk surveillance aircraft, including
the Navy’s Triton and a version for
NATO.
There are 70 to 80 workers at Moss
Point and employment has been “very
steady over the years,” said Northrop
spokesman Warren Comer. That consistent employment level has been
praised by local and county elected
officials and economic developers.
Freeland said Northrop’s $30 million
investment in the Unmanned Systems
Center and the jobs it creates enhance
the economic diversity in a county and
region known for shipbuilding and
petrochemical operations. He knew
when Northrop Grumman first decided to put a facility in Moss Point that it
was a game-changer for a county that
had gone through the demise of its
older industries, like paper-making.
“Diversification is critical to any successful economic development,” said
Freeland, who knows unmanned sys-

tems are the future of aviation. The
success of the Moss Point center is
putting a spotlight on the workforce
and business environment, and that
bodes well for future aerospace activities. Indeed, Northrop Grumman officials in 2008 marveled that Jackson
County workers surpassed expectations given the normal learning curve.
That became well known within the
company.
Work done at Moss Point is mostly
assembly, Comer said, and “for the
Fire Scout, it’s final assembly.”
Workers have produced 28 of the
earlier MQ-8B version of the aircraft
and delivered them to the Navy and is
in production with the larger MQ-8C
Fire Scout.
The Navy has ordered 14 aircraft, so
far. Comer said six are going through
final assembly at Moss Point.
“Once that first aircraft is delivered,
we expect to deliver those incrementally about every month or two after that,
like car production,” Comer said. The
first aircraft could be delivered in the
next couple of months, pending the
(Continued on page 6)
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government signing off.
The MQ-8C is based on a commercial Bell Helicopter that is built in Canada, then flown to Bell’s facility in
Ozark, Ala., where it is prepared for
modification into an unmanned aircraft
system. After the manned flight equipment is removed, the helicopter is
shipped to Moss Point, where workers
fit it with the unmanned systems architecture. They test the subsystems as
they install them.
The completed MQ-8C aircraft are
transported from Moss Point to Naval
Base Ventura County, Point Mugu,
Calif., where they are flight tested.
According to Northrop Grumman,
the MQ-8C Fire Scout is designed to
fly twice as long and has three times
the payload capacity of the MQ-8B
variant. The larger helicopter has
additional fuel tanks and an upgraded
engine enabling it to fly up to 12 hours
or carry up to 2,600 pounds, the company said.
“That aircraft flies longer, it goes
farther and allows the Navy to add
capability with little cost,” said Comer.
“It’s a very capable aircraft.”
The first Fire Scouts used Schweizer
333 helicopter airframes, about the size
of a Volkswagen Beetle. The larger Bell
407 is widely used by law enforcement,
television stations, hospitals and to
transport offshore oil platform crews.
More than 1,000 of the helicopters
have been built with over 3 million
flight hours accumulated.
The Fire Scout, its systems and
equipment, has proven itself in Afghanistan, Comer said. Fire Scouts also
are flown on surveillance missions
from Navy frigates. One of the first
Fire Scouts aboard a ship helped in an
at-sea drug bust.
Comer said there is a good potential
for the Navy to purchase more Fire
Scouts. “The Navy’s plan is to buy 28,
and we are at 14 right now. If they
change over the program of record,
then they can have up to 96.”
Northrop Grumman is producing
three versions of the Global Hawk and
Moss Point builds the aircraft’s center
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The Navy’s Triton, a variant of the Global Hawk unmanned system, takes to the air in its first flight in 2013.

fuselage, which is transported to the
to 68 aircraft,” said Comer. “It’s really
company’s primary production facility the future of Moss Point.”
in Palmdale, Calif., for final assembly
Triton can fly missions of up to 24
and testing.
hours, covering more than 2.7 million
The Global Hawk, NATO AGS ver- square miles to provide a detailed picsion and the Navy’s Triton are very
ture of vessels in the oceans and the
similar but have some customization. littoral areas.
All three can fly up to 30 hours a misComer said the aircraft could be opsion for 12,000 nautical miles at altierational by 2017 and then go into full
tudes up to 65,000 feet.
production, with three or more being
“We could get a production contract produced every year depending on the
for three more Block 30 aircraft from Navy’s requirements.
Air Force by the end of year,” accord“It would mean steady employment
ing to Comer.
at Moss Point,” he said. “We feel conThe NATO version of Global Hawk fident that we’ve got enough work gois used by the Alliance for ground sur- ing on there that the workforce is goveillance and is based on the Block 40 ing to see some steady work over the
that the Air Force uses. “It has a difnext year.”
ferent set of radar in it that allows
them to see targets on the ground,”
□□□
Comer said.
Moss Point is working now on the
first of five of the NATO aircraft,
Related stories past quarter
the newest platform Northrop manuGulf Coast Aerospace Corridor.com
factures. Comer said each aircraft
takes about two years to build and
 2nd MQ-8C completes flight, 2/13/14
each one is at the Moss Point facility  Global Hawk budget winner? 1/27/14
for about six months during the pro-  BAMS-D hits 10K milestone, 1/14/14
cess.
 Global Hawk safety tops, 1/14/14
The third variant is Triton, the Na Triton completes 9 flights, 1/10/14
vy’s version of Global Hawk for
 FAA picks drone sites, 12/30/13
maritime surveillance missions.
Three have been built so far, includ-  Global Hawk over Canada, 12/19/13
 Unmanned program launched, 12/13/13
ing one owned by Northrop, and
flight tests recently began.
“The Navy is going to purchase up
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Human-machine interface/robotics

IHMC aircraft display simplifies flying




Military instructor pilots flew
better with IHMC’s display
IHMC working on multiple
programs to improve flight
Work being done on better
ways to control micro-UAVs

Pensacola, Fla.

D

avid Still wanted to fly. The
only problem? Learning all
those dials, gauges, buttons
and other confusing array of controls
involved in flight.
“I found it totally frustrating and
difficult,” says the Florida Institute for
Human and Machine Cognition research scientist. “It drove me nuts.”
Nonetheless, Still did obtain his private pilot’s license in 1984. But the one
-time optometrist has devoted himself
to developing a better, more natural
and easier control panel display for
aircraft, ever since his dissertation in
1998 involving vision sciences and
physiological optics.
It all led to his “OZ” display for
fixed-wing aircraft and “Stickman” for
rotary-wing aircraft to enhance a pilot’s
flying abilities. The displays, Still explains, are a way of “bringing the outside to the inside” when airborne.
Instead of tracking six instruments
directly in front of their eyes, essentially focusing on your thumb at arm’s
length, he says, the displays optimize
peripheral vision. This allows more
information to be processed faster.
Still compares it to driving your car
down a highway, when you “see” signs
without reading them.
“You can ride down the center of a
highway and still read road signs. This
frees up your focal system,” he said.
Think of a stop signs as an example.
In addition Still’s flight control displays reduce the workload on pilots’

By Duwayne Escobedo

IHMC photo

The OZ display optimizes peripheral vision and does a lot of the calculations normally done by pilots.

brains with its computers crunching all
the complicated formulas to determine
such important flight information as
speed, pitch and power settings. As a
result, pilots can concentrate more on
complex decision-making factors.
That’s because OZ and Stickman
alleviate the need of today’s pilots having to focus on an instrument for at
least 1/5 of a second, so they remember the reading, which then allows
them to recall a formula and make an
aerodynamic calculation in their brain.
“For some reason this is revolutionary thought,” Still says, chuckling.
“People don’t believe you. It’s a lot
easier but I can’t get people to believe
that either.”
Yet, none of these video-game looking flight control panel displays are
mounted in any aircraft today. A makeshift cockpit with the displays do take
up the middle of Still’s IHMC office in
Pensacola.

That’s why Still has begun building
an experimental aircraft. A former U.S.
Navy commander who retired after 20
years of service as the senior O.D./
Ph.D at the Naval Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory, he is building the
Vans RV-12 at home.
“That’s how serious I am with this,”
Still says. He has conducted several
studies already that show just how easy
and well OZ and Stickman can enhance pilots’ flight performance.
For example, one study tested 37
active duty instructor pilots from the
Marine Corps, Navy and Air Force.
After three hours of OZ training, 35
flew better with the control panel and
two did just as well compared to the
conventional flight instruments.
With helicopter pilots who had yet to
begin their training, all achieved stable
hovers after training on the IHMC
flight control display, especially com(Continued on page 8)
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Additional support
provided by
Trent Lott International
Airport, Miss.
Mississippi Enterprise for
Technology, Miss.
Baldwin County Economic
Development Alliance, Ala.

Thank you

S

ometimes, you try
things and fail. Sometimes you succeed. This is
one that’s a success.
We launched this newsletter in September 2013,
and the reception has been
very positive from our underwriters and readers. Our
biggest problem has been
getting to all the stories
that need to be told.
The next “quarterly” in
June will be our annual
aerospace book. Then in
August our quarterly will
become a bi-monthly. That
will give us more chances
to tell you about this region’s aerospace activities.
Fortunately, not only do
we have plenty of stories to
tell, but a lot of experienced reporters in the region who like what we’re
doing and want to help.
We’re happy to accommodate them.
Many of the bylines will
be familiar, so stay with us.
The best is yet to come.
David Tortorano
Editor
March 10, 2014
Copyright 2014, Tcp/GCRL

IHMC photo

Research scientist Tom Eskridge, at controls of OZ, sees hundreds of potential applications, including autos and lunar vehicles.

pared to using conventional flight instruments.
Still and IHMC research scientist Tom
Eskridge say they are still researching optimum performances for many flight operations, such as refinements in navigation design. They both see hundreds of potential
applications, including use in cyber security,
lunar vehicles, automobiles and robots.
“In terms of where this is going, there is a
lot of room to manipulate the things they are
doing, such as how abstract versus how real
the design is,” Eskridge says, pointing to
analysis on whether a 160- or 165-degree
camera view works best.
It is not the only flight research going on
at IHMC, that employs scientists and engineers who collaborate on a number of cutting-edge developments that enhance human
and machine performance.
Matt Johnson, an IHMC research associate
who has worked with OZ, is currently working with the Air Force on improving the
navigation of unmanned micro-air vehicles
in complex indoor and outdoor environments.
Johnson, a former Navy pilot, explains
that all drones have a certain amount of error when flying, making it difficult at times

to avoid objects. The project aims to maximize the machine and minimize the effort of
human operators.
“We’re dealing with the human and machine relationship and trying to figure out
obstacle avoidance,” he said. “There is still a
lot of work to be done.”
Also, he is working with NASA to develop
the best airport approach and takeoff flight
paths for reducing noise created by large,
commercial helicopters.
NASA expects air traffic congestion to
continue to increase and foresees a greater
role for helicopters in transporting cargo and
in other commercial endeavors.
“(NASA) is always looking ahead to the
future,” Johnson said. “Currently, there is
not a lot of noise abatement on landings and
takeoffs. It’s all about traffic flow.”
□□□
Related stories past quarter
Gulf Coast Aerospace Corridor.com

 Airbus humanoid robots, 2/23/14
 IHMC to double research space, 2/12/14
 IHMC brings attention to region, 12/22/13

Page 1 masthead: An F-35 refueling. Photo courtesy of U.S. Air Force/Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.

